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Abstract. The architecture of most present aircraft control systems is based on 

the principle of the “federated, centralised avionics architecture”. Federated 

avionics architecture means that each system consists of standalone and self-

contained avionics; different systems cooperate in a loosely controlled way with 

each other. Centralised avionics architecture signifies that a centralised avionics 

computer performs the whole functions assigned to the system. On the basis of 

the “federated avionics architecture” principle, new aircraft functions require 

their own dedicated new avionics resources. With regards to aircraft systems in 

their totality, this will result in a high number of standalone avionics resources 

leading to increased weight, volume, and life cycle cost.  

On the contrary, the “Integrated Modular Avionics” (IMA) provides a solu-

tion approach, where the functions of different systems share a number of 

standardised avionics resources. IMA proves to be efficient, particularly when it 

shows a distributed character with following specific attributes: 1) an integrated 

distributed acquisition and generation of signals for different systems by dis-

tributed input and output resources, and 2) the integration of the control func-

tions of different systems into common powerful core computing resources. 

This paper presents the validation’s results of the implementation of a safety 

critical aircraft function – the secondary flight control function – on an integrat-

ed, distributed avionics architecture. 

Keywords: Fault-tolerant system, Safety Assessment, Integrated Modular Avi-

onics IMA, avionics, secondary flight control, high lift. 

1 Architectures of the avionics control systems 

1.1 Federated centralised avionics architecture 

Up to the 1990s, aircraft system design – regardless of the safety criticality of the 

system – followed the “federated centralised avionics architecture” principle [1, 2]. 

Each system owns its dedicated private avionics resources, which means that each 

aircraft function runs on a dedicated computer – may also be redundant – connected 

to its dedicated sensors and actuators [3] as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thereby, most feder-

ated systems are centralised. 
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Fig. 1. Federated centralised avionics architecture of one aircraft system 

With respect to the steady growth of the new functions to be implemented in any new 

type of commercial aircraft, this approach led to an exponential growth of avionics 

hardware and software per aircraft and finally it met its natural limit when the weight 

and volume of the “black boxes” hit the envelope restrictions of the aircraft. Another 

burden became obvious, the huge number of different “black boxes” charged the bal-

ances of the airlines with life cycle cost, especially with maintenance cost for world-

wide computer spare provisioning and handling [1, 2]. 

 

Fig. 2. Federated centralised avionics architecture of n aircraft systems 

1.2 Integrated distributed avionics architecture 

On the contrary, “Integrated Modular Avionics” [1, 2, 4] applied in the non-safety-

critical avionics systems enables sharing of the resources between functions of differ-

ent aircraft systems. This means that a) the system dedicated avionics resources are 

replaced by standardised generic powerful resources, and b) the dedicated communi-

cation medium is replaced by a standardised communication medium. ARINC 653 [5] 

specifies an Application Programming Interface API that enables the independent 

development of the SW applications form the HW; and consequently, the sharing of 

the HW resources between functions of different aircraft systems. On the other hand, 

ARINC 664 [6] specifies a standardised means for the communication; the so-called 

AFDX “Avionics Full Duplex switched Ethernet”. 

The integrated distributed characteristic enables the optimisation of the avionics re-

sources; this means: a) HW resources can be minimised due to the resources sharing, 

b) input/output resources and core computing resources can be optimised regarding 

redundancy degree and dissimilarity needs independently of each other. 

A new design milestone for the avionics architectures of the safety critical aircraft 

systems is achieved in a patent [7] published by Airbus Operation GmbH. The avion-

ics architecture described in the patent shows a distributed integrated character with 

following attributes: (1) an integrated acquisition of signals of different systems by 

distributed common modules, i.e. remote data concentrators “RDCs” and remote elec-

tronic units “REUs”, and (2) the integration of control functions of different systems 
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into common computing modules. The RDCs, the REUs and the computing modules 

communicate via an AFDX network. 

 

Fig. 3. Integrated flight control system according to Airbus patent [7] 

The avionics platform based on the distributed integrated architecture shall run the 

primary flight control function as well as a plurality of control functions of other sys-

tems, for example the secondary flight control function, propulsion control function, 

brake control function of the landing gear, steering control function, and control func-

tion of the hydraulic circuits. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of a secondary flight con-

trol system architecture that can be implemented in the aircraft control system accord-

ing to the patent. 

2 The High Lift System (HLS): An example for validation 

2.1 HLS current avionics architecture (federated, centralised) 

A thorough look at the present avionics architecture of the high lift control system of 

an Airbus transport aircraft – the A320 exemplary [8] – shows that it is designed in 

accordance with the classical “federated centralised avionics architecture” principle. 

Particularly for the high lift control system, the high lift functions run on centralised 

redundant so-called Slats/Flaps Control Computers – SFCCs – which are specialised 

to perform the high lift functions. 

The system owns its dedicated avionics computers, dedicated sensors, dedicated 

motors, and dedicated brakes; it operates in a loosely controlled way with other sys-

tems. Fig. 4 illustrates the federated architecture of an Airbus high lift control system. 
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Fig. 4. Federated centralised high lift control system [9] 

2.2 HLS future avionics architecture (distributed, integrated) 

In the future avionics architecture of the high lift control system, the functions hosted 

in the conventional SFCC well be distributed over several IMA resources. Remote 

Data Concentrators RDCs collect the pilot input over the Flap Lever. The RDCs gen-

erate AFDX [6] messages, which contain the current FL-position, and send it to the 

Core Processing Modules CPMs via the AFDX network.  

 

Fig. 5. Distributed, integrated, future high lift control system 

The CPMs are located in a cabinet in the avionics bay. Based on the received position, 

the CPMs compute a target command and send it to the Remote Control Electronics 

RCEs via the AFDX network. The RCEs, which are located in the middle fuselage 

close to the PCU, drive the motors to the new target position. Beside the motor se-

quencing control, the RCEs have the view over the actual flap (slat) position by 

means of the system sensors, consequently it performs the system monitoring func-

tions. The integrative character of the IMA resources RDC, CPM and RCEs enables 

the sharing of the resources with other systems e.g. primary control system, cabin 

pressure control system, etc. in addition to the high lift system. 

2.3 HLS requirements 

Quantitative safety requirements. Within the scope of the Functional Hazard As-

sessment FHA, the aircraft system functions will be analysed to identify potential 

functional failures and classify the hazards associated with these failure conditions 

[10]. The FHA outcome is shown Table 1. 
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Table 1. Quantitative safety requirements of the high lift system 

 

Qualitative requirements. Three monitoring functions are implemented in the high 

lift system to avoid catastrophic events assigned to the failure conditions (2, 3, and 4). 

The flaps overspeed monitoring prevents the flaps being extended or retracted with 

high speed. The flaps unacceptable asymmetry monitoring prevents the right- and 

left-hand flaps entering an unacceptable asymmetrical position. And the flaps un-

commanded movement monitoring is implemented to prevent flaps uncommanded 

movement.  

Table 2. Qualitative safety requirements of the high lift system 

 

Here it is useful to remark that the monitoring functions and requirements are demon-

strated and verified only for the flaps subsystem – the slats subsystem is equivalent. 

3 Verification of the HLS future avionics architecture 

3.1 Safety Assessment - Verification of the quantitative requirements 

Definitions and mathematical basis. The safety assessment is performed in compli-

ance with the Aerospace Recommended Practices ARP 4754 and ARP 4761 [11, 12]. 

Fig. 6 shows a generic state diagram [9], which is applied to all system items to get a 

unique description of the behaviour of each individual system component. Thereby: 

─ An item is in the state z(t) = “c” (correct): If it behaves for all 0 ≤ τ ≤ t correctly 

according to its specification. 

─ An item is in the state z(t) = “f” (failed): If it is not in the state z(t) = “c”. 

─ An item is in the state z(t) = “fp” (failed – passive): If it is in the state z(t) = f, and 

if it is in a predefined condition all the time when it does not behave correctly. 

─ An item is in the state z(t) “fo” (failed - out of control): If it is the state z(t) = “f”, 

and it is not in the state “fp”. 
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Fig. 6. Failure Mode Model – Classification of failure [9] 

The referenced high lift system of Airbus A320 consists of two subsystems, the slats 

subsystem 𝑧𝑆−𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑦𝑠, and the flaps subsystem 𝑧𝐹−𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑦𝑠. The HL functions assigned to 

a subsystem are realised by means of two, redundant, segregated channels 

𝑧𝑆(𝐹)−𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙. In order to relate the state of each particular system component 𝑧𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 to 

a unique state of the whole high lift system 𝑧𝐻𝐿−𝑠𝑦𝑠  ∈ {𝑐, 𝑓𝑝, 𝑓𝑜}, the function 𝐺𝐹𝑇𝐴 is 

defined by Fault Trees as follow: 

Fault Trees. Four separate fault trees are derived for the key safety failure conditions: 

“Loss of Slats and Flaps Operation, Flaps Overspeed, Flaps Asymmetry and Flaps 

Uncommanded Movement”. Following is the fault tree of the first key failure condi-

tion “Loss of Slats and Flaps Operation”, i.e. the high lift system state 𝑧𝐻𝐿−𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑓𝑝: 

 

Fig. 7. Fault Tree: Loss of Slats and Flaps Operation 

Fault trees of the system state 𝑧𝐻𝐿−𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑓𝑜 – the remaining three failure conditions – 

are worked out in [9]; technics of the FTA and definitions of used symbols are in [12].  
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In conclusion, probabilities of the failure conditions achieved in the FTA meet the 

safety requirements of the high lift system under following considerations: 

Table 3. Derived quantitative safety requirement for the IMA components 

 

3.2 Systems demonstrator- Verification of the qualitative requirements 

Demonstrator Setup. 

 

 

Fig. 8. HLS demonstrator using IMA prototype HW resources 

The system demonstrator is built up to verify the timing and data transport delay re-

quirements of the critical system monitoring functions: overspeed, asymmetry, and 
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uncommanded movement. For this purpose, a single channel of the flap subsystem is 

demonstrated as Hardware-in-the-loop. IMA prototype HW resources are used for 

demonstration. Fig. 8 illustrates the demonstrator setup. Details of the test cases and 

test results are included in [9].  

Verification results. In conclusion, qualitative requirements i.e., the timing and data 

transport delay requirements will be fulfilled under the following IMA specific design 

restriction and considerations: 

Failure detection rate. To achieve the high failure detection rate requirement derived 

from the safety assessment, redundant architecture of the computing resources is re-

quired. In this research n-duplex architecture is applied and analysed. Thereby, duplex 

means that two lanes are working closely together forming one IMA computing re-

sources. Each lane consists of its own controller, IO interface and communication 

interface. 

Process scheduling. The HLS application process is implemented as a Minor Frame 

“MiF”. MiF is a term used in IMA-technology describing a time window of fixed 

duration, which will be periodically repeated and contains the scheduling of the pro-

cesses. To fulfill the restrict timing requirements of the HLS, following MiF design, 

illustrated in Fig. 9, is proposed for the RCE. Well known that the RCE performs the 

safety critical HLS monitoring functions: 

 

Fig. 9. Minor Frame of one RCE lane 

The Operating System “OS” process runs the basics functions of a lane, such as pow-

er-on, intialisation, health monitoring, etc. The Input-Output “IO” process is respon-

sible for reading and writing of information from and into all HW interfaces. The 

Consolidation process “CON” consolidates the database of both RCE lanes to ensure 

a consistent view in both lanes. The HLS APP performs all HLS specific processes. 

The SPY process is for verification and integration purposes and can only be activated 

in the lab mode. 
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Time synchronisation between both RCE lanes. The OS process is responsible for of 

the time synchronicity between both RCE lanes. The time synchronisation between 

the lanes is a prerequisite to have a consistent view in both lanes. This is required to 

achieve a high failure detection rate. 

 

Fig. 10. Time synchronisation and data consolidation between REU lanes 

4 Statement of validation 

In conclusion, the key validation statement is that the distributed, integrated avionics 

architecture shows compliance with the requirements of the high lift system – a safety 

critical system. Thereby, components requirements and architectural attributes re-

quirements derived from the safety assessment and from the experimental verification 

shall be considered in the system design. 
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